
What Does Home Mean? What Does Less Mean? 
Rebuilding Identities Through Drama and 
Embodiment 
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OVERVIEW:  
Building on 2 qualitative studies, one that explored the experiences of 8 marginalized 
individuals facing life challenges such as addiction, mental illness, poverty, homelessness and 
unemployment and another that explored body-image with post-secondary and 
elementary-aged children, this research-based and hands-on presentation introduces at-risk 
adults to dramatic role play, community practices, and embodiment, and also young children 
to difficult topics such as homelessness and body image. Using similar drama and movement 
strategies, this blended presentation demonstrates how groups of people (e.g., marginalized 
adults, post-secondary students, and elementary-aged children) alike can use dramatic, 
embodied, and artistic expressions to voice their ideas, and rebuild their identities. 
 
PROJECTS:  

1. Community Arts Zone: An international SSHRC-funded project that looked at the arts 
and literacy in various communities world-wide. This project focused on body image. 

2. Rolling in the Deep: A local project exploring how marginalized youth and adults 
interact in their communities through photography, movement, and drama. 
 

http://www.dramasound.com/


              
 

   



WORKING WITH MARGINALIZED PEOPLE:  
 

o     Continuous             1. Use guidelines   
o    Assembled              2. There is always room for stillness and 

silence 
o    Embodied                3. Right to pass 
o    Social 4. Let others lead (Respect different 

knowledges) 
o Multimodal                  5. Use multiple modes of 

meaning-making 
o    Critical 
o    Messy 

 
 
 

              
 
These two studies both drew upon a qualitative arts-based (playbuilding) case illustration 
approach. 
 
780 study participants took part in the study, ranging in age from 9 years old to adult.  
 
Data sources included: Informal interviews, work samples, field notes, focus groups, 
photography. 
 
Findings from the studies demonstrated that participants are constantly being shaped by and 
also shaping rich multimodal, embodied social, and critical assemblages. At times throughout 
the studies verbal communication empowered/disempowered the participants. Drama, and 
specifically embodiment, gave study participants new ways to express themselves and re-build 
their communities and identities. 
 
DRAMA STRUCTURES/STRATEGIES: 
The following structures were used in both projects (mentioned above). These structures are 
flexible and can be used in classroom role drama or in devise theatre/playbuilding settings.  
  



Collective Drawing: A picture made by a group of people, representing something or someone 
of importance.  The drawing can then be used as a ‘jumping off point’ in a discussion or a 
more in depth exploration of a subject, a location or a person.  A collective drawing can be 
performed in groups of 2 to 10 or more, depending on the age and environment.   
 
Position Mapping: In relation to the chair, (i.e., the chair represents a topic such as 
homelessness) how do you feel? Students move close to the chair if they are comfortable with 
the topic (e.g., “I know a lot about homelessness”) and farther away if they are not comfortable 
the topic (e.g., “ I know homeless people exist, but I don’t know any of them personally). This is 
a great diagnostic assessment!  
 
Graffiti: The graffiti strategy is a combination of caption making (verbal encapsulations of what 
is being presented visually) and voices in the head (a person in role’s inner thoughts).  Students 
will stand in a circle and think of a slogan, phrase, or thought they might want to express about 
a topic.  Then using gestures and voice intonation they pretend to spray paint their slogan, 
phrase, or thought on an imaginary wall, students will say their slogan, phrase, or thought out 
loud. 
 
Rolling Theatre: Students are divided into groups. Each group is given a part of a larger text. 
Students create scenes or movement sequences. Each group is given a cue line so that they 
know when it is their turn. Groups sit together in a larger circle (where all the groups 
congregate). Then, as the larger text is read aloud, the groups present their scenes. 
 
Clay Tableaux: Students create 3 still poses (tableaux), remembering their positions. They start 
posed in the first tableau. Then, like clay, they bend and twist their bodies to form the second 
position, and then the third. As they reach the second or third tableau, the students pause 
slightly. A drum can be used to emphasize the positions.  
 
Embodied Scale: Given a question or two sides of a topic (e.g., Should people give homeless 
people money?) and an imaginary value scale (i.e., This end of the room represents absolutely 
and this end represents absolutely not), students position themselves according to their own 
beliefs, values, ideas. This strategy is often used alongside tap in or voices in the head. 
 
Corridor of voices: Used for exploring the inner life of a character, the group forms two lines- 
the lines face each other, becoming the character’s conscience or inner thoughts.  One student 
becomes the main character.  She/he walks slowly down the corridor allowing each person to 
voice her/his concerns, advice, thoughts, etc.  This technique is useful when problem-solving 
in drama; when the character is facing a difficult situation or to gain insight into/build empathy 
for the inner workings of the character. 
 
Retell in Role: Students take on a character or role. They retell a story they have heard or 
experienced from that character’s or role’s point of view.  
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